Metabolism of neurotensin and pancreatic polypeptide in man: role of the kidney and plasma factors.
Neurotensin (NT) is a 13 amino acid peptide found predominantly in the ileum and it is released into the circulation by a meal. Much of the circulating NT consists of N terminal fragments which have no known biological activity. However, the sites and rates of NT metabolism are not known. In the present study the MCR and half-disappearance time of NT were estimated by infusing NT(1-13) into 10 normal subjects. The role of the kidney was assessed by studies in patients with chronic renal failure (CRF). The nature of the metabolites was characterized using region specific antisera and high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). The plasma pancreatic polypeptide response to the NT infusion was also measured. The NT MCR in normal subjects was 88 +/- 25 (SEM) ml/min X kg measured with the C terminal antiserum but only 9.9 +/- 0.8 ml/min X kg measured with the N terminal antiserum, a result consistent with the presence of long lasting N terminal fragments. HPLC of the plasma at equilibrium established that only 20% of the immunoreactivity was present as NT(1-13), with the majority as NT(1-8). No C terminal fragment were detected. Similarly, incubation of NT(1-13), 1-8, and 8-13 in plasma in vitro showed that N terminal fragments were stable in plasma, whereas C terminal fragments were completely metabolized. In patients with CRF, basal plasma NT (measured with the C terminal antisera) was significantly elevated and C terminal MCR was reduced by 82% and N terminal MCR by 32%. Thus the major effect of CRF was on the initial degradation of NT(1-13) to N terminal fragments. HPLC showed that over 60% of the NT was present as NT(1-13). In vitro degradation of NT was also slowed in CRF plasma. The increased proportion of intact biologically active NT in the circulation of the CRF patients could also explain the greater increase in pancreatic polypeptide levels during the NT(1-13) infusion. These studies have established that the metabolism of NT is influenced by the kidney and that the presence of predominantly N terminal fragments of NT in the peripheral circulation of normal subjects can be explained by a combination of renal and extrarenal factors.